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Abstract. The problems of gossiping and broadcasting have been
widely studied. The basic gossip problem is defined as follows: there are
n individuals, with each individual having an item of gossip. The goal is
to communicate each item of gossip to every other individual. Communi-
cation typically proceeds in rounds, with the objective of minimizing the
number of rounds. One popular model, called the telephone call model,
allows for communication to take place on any chosen matching between
the individuals in each round. Each individual may send (receive) a single
item of gossip in a round to (from) another individual. In the broadcast-
ing problem, one individual wishes to broadcast an item of gossip to
everyone else. In this paper, we study generalizations of gossiping and
broadcasting. The basic extensions are: (a) each item of gossip needs to
be broadcast to a specified subset of individuals and (b) several items of
gossip may be known to a single individual. We study several problems
in this framework that generalize gossiping and broadcasting. Our study
of these generalizations was motivated by the problem of managing data
on storage devices, typically a set of parallel disks. For initial data distri-
bution, or for creating an initial data layout we may need to distribute
data from a single server or from a collection of sources.

1 Introduction

The problems of Gossiping and Broadcasting have been the subject of extensive
study [21,15,17,3,4,18]. These play an important role in the design of commu-
nication protocols in various kinds of networks. The gossip problem is defined
as follows: there are n individuals. Each individual has an item of gossip that
they wish to communicate to everyone else. Communication is typically done in
rounds, where in each round an individual may communicate with at most one
other individual (also called the telephone model). There are different models
that allow for the full exchange of all items of gossip known to each individual
in a single round, or allow the sending of only one item of gossip from one to
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the other (half-duplex) or allow each individual to send an item to the individ-
ual they are communicating with in this round (full-duplex). In addition, there
may be a communication graph whose edges indicate which pairs of individu-
als are allowed to communicate in each round. (In the classic gossip problem,
communication may take place between any pair of individuals; in other words,
the communication graph is the complete graph.) In the broadcast problem, one
individual needs to convey an item of gossip to every other individual. The
two parameters typically used to evaluate the algorithms for this problem are:
the number of communication rounds, and the total number of telephone calls
placed.

The problems we study are generalizations of the above mentioned gossiping
and broadcasting problems. The basic generalizations we are interested in are
of two kinds (a) each item of gossip needs to be communicated to only a subset
of individuals, and (b) several items of gossip may be known to one individ-
ual. Similar generalizations have been considered before [23,25]. (In Section 1.2
we discuss in more detail the relationships between our problem and the ones
considered in those papers.)

There are four basic problems that we are interested in. Before we define the
problems formally, we discuss their applications to the problem of creating data
layouts in parallel disk systems. The communication model we use is the half-
duplex telephone model, where only one item of gossip may be communicated
between two communicating individuals during a single round. Each individual
may communicate (either send or receive an item of data) with at most one
other individual in a round. This model best captures the connection of parallel
storage devices that are connected on a network and is most appropriate for our
application.

We now briefly discuss applications for these problems, as well as prior related
work on data migration. To deal with high demand, data is usually stored on a
parallel disk system. Data objects are often replicated within the disk system,
both for fault tolerance as well as to cope with demand for popular data [29,
5]. Disks typically have constraints on storage as well as the number of clients
that can simultaneously access data from it. Approximation algorithms have
been developed [26,27,12,19] to map known demand for data to a specific data
layout pattern to maximize utilization1. In the layout, we not only compute how
many copies of each item we need, but also a layout pattern that specifies the
precise subset of items on each disk. The problem is NP -hard, but there is a
polynomial time approximation scheme [12]. Hence given the relative demand for
data, the algorithm computes an almost optimal layout. For example, we may
wish to create this layout by copying data from a single source that has all the
data initially. Or the data may be stored at different locations initially—these
considerations lead to the different problems that we consider.

In our situation, each individual models a disk in the system. Each item of
gossip is a data item that needs to be transferred to a set of disks. If each disk

1 Utilization refers to the total number of clients that can be assigned to a disk that
contains the data they want.
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had exactly one data item, and needs to copy this data item to every other disk,
then it is exactly the problem of gossiping.

Different communication models can be considered based on how the disks are
connected. We use the same model as in the work by [13,1] where the disks may
communicate on any matching; in other words, the underlying communication
graph is complete. For example, Storage Area Networks support a communication
pattern that allows for devices to communicate on a specified matching.

Suppose we have N disks and ∆ data items. The problems we are interested
in are:
1. Single-source broadcast. There are ∆ data items stored on a single disk

(the source). We need to broadcast all items to all N − 1 remaining disks.
2. Single-source multicast. There are ∆ data items stored on a single disk

(the source). We need to send data item i to a specified subset Di of disks.
Figure 1 gives an example when ∆ is 4.

3. Multi-source broadcast. There are ∆ data items, each stored separately
at a single disk. These need to be broadcast to all disks. We assume that
data item i is stored on disk i, for i = 1 . . . ∆.

4. Multi-source multicast. There are ∆ data items, each stored separately
at a single disk. Data item i needs to be sent to a specified subset Di of
disks. We assume that data item i is stored on disk i, for i = 1 . . . ∆.

D1={2}

D2={2,3}

D3={2}

D4={3}

1 2 3 4 - -

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 2 4

Target Layout

Initial Layout

disk 1 disk 2 disk 3

Fig. 1. An initial and target layouts, and their corresponding Di’s of a single-source
multicast instance.

We do not discuss the first problem in any detail since this was solved by [8,
10]. For the multi-source problems, there is a sub-case of interest, namely when
the source disks are not in any subset Di. For this case we can develop better
bounds (details omitted).

1.1 Contributions

In Section 2 we define the basic model of communication and the notation used
in the paper. Let N be the number of disks and ∆ be the number of items. The
main results that we show in this paper are:

Theorem 1.1. For the single-source multicast problem we design a polynomial
time algorithm that outputs a solution where the number of rounds is at most
OPT + ∆.
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Theorem 1.2. For the multi-source broadcast problem we design a polynomial
time algorithm that outputs a solution where the number of rounds is at most
OPT + 3.

Theorem 1.3. For the multi-source multicast problem we design a polynomial
time algorithm that outputs a solution where the number of rounds is at most
4OPT + 3. We also show that this problem is NP -hard.

For all the above algorithms, we move data only to disks that need the data.
Thus we use no bypass (intermediate) nodes as holding points for the data. If
bypass nodes are allowed, we have this result:

Theorem 1.4. For the multi-source multicast problem allowing bypass nodes we
design a polynomial time algorithm that outputs a solution where the number of
rounds is at most 3OPT + 6.

1.2 Related Work

One general problem of interest is the data migration problem when data
item i resides in a specified (source) subset Si of disks, and needs to be moved to
a (destination) subset Di. This problem is more general than the Multi-Source
multicast problem where we assumed that |Si| = 1 and that all the Si’s are dis-
joint. For the data migration problem we have developed a 9.5-approximation
algorithm [20]. While this problem is a generalization of all the problems we
study in this paper (and clearly also NP -hard since even the special case of
multi-source multicast is NP -hard), the bounds in [20] are not as good. The
methods used for single-source multicast and multi-source broadcast are com-
pletely different from the algorithm in [20]. Using the methods in [20] one cannot
obtain additive bounds from the optimal solution. The algorithm for multi-source
multicast presented here is a simplification of the algorithm developed in [20],
and we also obtain a much better approximation factor of 4.

Many generalizations of gossiping and broadcasting have been studied before.
For example, the paper by Liben-Nowell [23] considers a problem very similar to
multi-source multicast with ∆ = N . However, the model that he uses is different
than the one that we use. In his model, in each telephone call, a pair of users
can exchange all the items of gossip that they know. The objective is to simply
minimize the total number of phone calls required to convey item i of gossip to
set Di of users. In our case, since each item of gossip is a data item that might
take considerable time to transfer between two disks, we cannot assume that
an arbitrary number of data items can be exchanged in a single round. Several
other papers use the same telephone call model [2,7,14,18,30]. Liben-Nowell [23]
gives an exponential time exact algorithm for the problem.

Other related problems that have been studied are the set-to-set gossiping
problem [22,25] where we are given two possibly intersecting sets A and B of
gossipers and the goal is to minimize the number of calls required to inform
all gossipers in A of all the gossip known to members in B. The work by [22]
considers minimizing both the number of rounds as well as the total number of
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calls placed. The main difference is that in a single round, an arbitrary number
of items may be exchanged. For a complete communication graph they provide
an exact algorithm for the minimum number of calls required. For a tree commu-
nication graph they minimize the number of calls or number of rounds required.
Liben-Nowell [23] generalizes this work by defining for each gossiper i the set of
relevant gossip that they need to learn. This is just like our multi-source multi-
cast problem with ∆ = N , except that the communication model is different, as
well as the objective function. The work by [9] also studies a set to set broadcast
type problem, but the cost is measured as the total cost of the broadcast trees
(each edge has a cost). The goal is not to minimize the number of rounds, but the
total cost of the broadcast trees. In [11] they also define a problem called scat-
tering which involves one node broadcasting distinct messages to all the other
nodes (very much like our single source multicast, where the mutlicast groups
all have size one and are disjoint).

As mentioned earlier, the single source broadcast problem using the same
communication model as in our paper was solved by [8,10].

2 Models and Definitions

We have N disks and ∆ data items. Note that after a disk receives item i, it
can be a source of item i for other disks that have not received the item as yet.
Our goal is to find a schedule using the minimum number of rounds, that is,
to minimize the total amount of time to finish the schedule. We assume that
the underlying network is connected and the data items are all the same size,
in other words, it takes the same amount of time to migrate an item from one
disk to another. The crucial constraint is that each disk can participate in the
transfer of only one item—either as a sender or receiver. Moreover, as we do not
use any bypass nodes, all data is only sent to disks that desire it.

Our algorithms make use of a known result on edge coloring of multi-graphs.
Given a graph G with max degree ∆G and multiplicity µ the following result is
known (see [6] for example). Let χ′ be the edge chromatic number of G.

Theorem 2.1. (Vizing [31]) If G has no self-loops then χ′ ≤ ∆G + µ.

3 Single-Source Multicasting

In this section, we consider the case where there is one source disk s that has
all ∆ items and others do not have any item in the beginning. For the case of
broadcasting all items, it is known that there is a schedule which needs 2∆ −
1 + �log N� rounds for odd N and �∆(N−1)−2�log2 N�+1

�N/2� � + �log N� rounds for
even N [8,10] and this is optimal. We develop an algorithm that can be applied
when Di is an arbitrary subset of disks. The number of rounds required by our
algorithm is at most ∆ + OPT where OPT is the minimum number of rounds
required for this problem. Our algorithm is obviously a 2-approximation for the
problem, since ∆ is a lower bound on the number of rounds required by the
optimal solution.
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3.1 Outline of the Algorithm

Without loss of generality, we assume that |D1| ≥ |D2| ≥ · · · ≥ |D∆| (otherwise
renumber the items). Let |Di| = 2d1

i +2d2
i + · · ·+2d

mi
i where dj

i (j = 1, 2, . . . , mi)
are integers and dj

i > dj+1
i . (In other words, we consider the bit representation

of each |Di| value.)
Our algorithm consists of two phases.
Phase I. In the first phase, we want to make exactly �|Di|/2� copies for all

items i. At the t-th round, we do the following:

1. If t ≤ ∆, copy item t from source s to a disk in Dt.
2. For items j (j < t), double the number of copies unless the number of copies

reaches �|Dj |/2�. In other words, every disk having an item j makes another
copy of it if the number of copies of item j is no greater than 2d1

j−2, and
when it becomes 2d1

j−1, then only �|Dj |/2� − 2d1
j−1 disks make copies, and

thus the number of copies of item i becomes �|Di|/2�.
Phase II. At t-th round, we finish the migration of item t. Each item j has

�|Dj |/2� copies. We finish migrating item t by copying from the current copies
to the remaining �|Dt|/2� disks in Dt which did not receive item t as yet, and
we use the source disk if |Dt| is odd.

Figure 2 shows an example of data transfers taken in Phase 1.
where |D1|, |D2| and |D3| are 8, 6 and 4, respectively. It is easy to see that

Phase II can be scheduled without conflicts because we deal with only one item
each round. But in Phase I, migration of several items happen at the same time
and Di’s can overlap. Therefore, we may not be able to satisfy the requirement
of each round if we arbitrarily choose the disks to receive items. We show that
we can finish Phase I successfully without conflicts by carefully choosing disks.

3.2 Details of Phase I

Let Dp
i be the disks in Di that participate in either sending or receiving item i

at the (i + p)-th round. D0
i is the first disk receiving i from the source s and

|Dp
i | =

{
2p if p ≤ d1

i − 1
2� |Di|

2 � − 2d1
i if p = d1

i

At (i + p)-th round, disks in Di+p−j
j (i + p − d1

j ≤ j ≤ min(i + p, ∆)) either send
or receive item j at the same time. To avoid conflicts, we decide which disks
belong to Dp

i before starting migration. If we choose disks from Di

⋂
Dj for Dp

i

(j > i), it may interfere with the migration of Dj . Therefore, when we build Dp
i ,

we consider Dp′
j where j > i and p′ ≤ p. Also note that since each disk receiving

an item should have its corresponding sender, the half of Dp
i should have item i

as senders and another half should not have item i as receivers.
We build Dp

∆ first. Choose 2�|D∆|/2� − 2d1
∆ disks for D

d1
∆

∆ and 2d1
∆−1 disks

for D
d1

∆−1
∆ from D∆. When we choose D

d1
∆−1

∆ , we should include the half of D
d1

∆

∆
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D1

Round 1

D2 D3

D1 Round 2

D2 D3

D1
Round 3

D2 D3

D1

Round 4

D3

D1 Round 5

D2 D3

Done

D2 D3

D1

D2

SourceSource Source

Source Source Source

Fig. 2. An example of Phase I when all |Di| are even

ss

(a) at (i+3)−th round (b) at (i+4)−th round

⋃2
p=0 Dp

i+1

⋃3
p=0 Dp

i+1

D4
i

⋃1
p=0 Dp

i+3

D0
i+4

⋃2
p=0 Dp

i+2

D0
i+3

⋃1
p=0 Dp

i+2

D3
i

D′
i

D′′
i

Fig. 3. How disks in Di behave in Phase I where |Di| = 24 + 22 + 21

(that will be senders at (∆+d1
∆)-th round) and exclude the remaining half of D

d1
∆

∆

(that will be receivers at (∆ + d1
∆)-th round). And then build Dp

∆(p < d1
∆ − 1)

by taking any subset of Dp+1
∆ .

Now given Dp′
j (i < j ≤ ∆), we decide Dp

i as follows: Define D′
i to be disks in

Di which do not have any item j(> i) after (i + d1
i )-th round. In the same way,

define D′′
i to be disks in Di which do not have any item j(> i) after (i+d1

i − 1)-
th round. Formally, since all disks in

⋃p′

p=0 Dp
j have item j after (j + p′)-th

rounds, D′
i = Di −⋃∆

j=i+1(
⋃i+d1

i −j
p=0 Dp

j ) and D′′
i = Di −⋃∆

j=i+1(
⋃i+d1

i −1−j
p=0 Dp

j ).

As shown in Figure 3, we choose D
d1

i
i from D′

i and also D
d1

i −1
i from D′′

i , by

which we can avoid conflicts. Also, half of D
d1

i
i should be included in D

d1
i −1

i
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(to be senders) and the remaining half should be excluded from D
d1

i −1
i (to be

receivers). We make Dp
i (p < d1

i − 1) by choosing any subset of disks from Dp+1
i .

Lemma 3.1. We can find a migration schedule by which we perform every round
in phase I without conflicts.

3.3 Analysis

We prove that our algorithm uses at most ∆ more rounds than the optimal
solution for single-source multicasting. Let us denote the optimal makespan of
an migration instance I as C(I).
Lemma 3.2. For any migration instance I, C(I) ≥ max1≤i≤∆(i + �log |Di|�).

Lemma 3.3. The total makespan of our algorithm is at most max1≤i≤∆(i +
�log |Di|�) + ∆.

Theorem 3.4. The total makespan of our algorithm is at most the optimal
makespan plus ∆.

Corollary 3.5. We have a 2-approximation algorithm for the single-source mul-
ticasting problem.

4 Multi-source Broadcasting

We assume that we have N disks. Disk i, 1 ≤ i ≤ ∆, has an item numbered i.
The goal is to send each item i to all N disks, for all i. We present an algorithm
which performs no more than 3 extra rounds than the optimal solution.

4.1 Algorithm Multi-source Broadcast

1. We divide N disks into ∆ disjoint sets Gi such that disk i ∈ Gi, for all
i = 1 . . . ∆. Let q be �N

∆ � and r be N − q∆. |Gi| = q + 1 for i = 1 . . . r, and
|Gi| = q for i = r+1 . . . ∆. Every disk in Gi can receive item i using �log |Gi|�
rounds by doubling the item in each round. Since the sets Gi are disjoint,
every disk can receive an item belongs to its group in �log N

∆ � rounds.
2. We divide all N disks into q − 1 groups of size ∆ by picking one disk from

each Gi, and one group of size ∆ + r which consists of all remaining disks.
3. Consider the first q−1 gossiping groups; each group consists of ∆ disks, with

each having a distinct item. Using gossiping algorithm in [4], every disk in
the first q − 1 groups can receive all ∆ items in 2∆ rounds2.

4. Consider the last gossiping group, there are exactly two disks having items
1, . . . , r, while there is exactly one disk having item r +1, . . . , ∆. If r is zero,
we can finishes all transfers in 2∆ rounds using algorithm in [4]. For non-zero
r, we claim that all disks in this gossiping group can receive all items in 2∆
rounds.

2 The number of rounds required is 2∆ if ∆ is odd, otherwise it is 2(∆ − 1)
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We divide the disks in this gossiping group into 2 groups, GX and GY of size
∆ − �∆−r

2 � and r + �∆−r
2 � respectively. Note that |GY | + 1 ≥ |GX | ≥ |GY |.

Exactly one disk having items 1, . . . , r appear in each group, disks having
item r + 1, . . . , ∆ − �∆−r

2 � appear in GX , and the remaining disks (having
items ∆ − �∆−r

2 � + 1, . . . , ∆) appear in GY . Note that the size of the two
groups differ by at most 1. The general idea of the algorithm is as follows (The
details of these step are non-trivial and covered in the proof of Lemma 4.1):
a) Algorithm in [4] is applied to each group in parallel. After this step, each

disk has all items belong to its group.
b) In each round, disks in GY send item i to disks in GX , where i is ∆ −

�∆−r
2 � + 1, . . . , ∆. Note that only disks in GY have these items, but not

the disks in GX . Since the group sizes diff by at most 1, the number of
rounds required is about the same as the number of items transferred.

c) The step is similar to the above step but in different direction. Item i,
where i is r + 1, . . . , ∆ − �∆−r

2 �, are copied to GY .

Thus, our algorithm takes �log N
∆ � + 2∆ rounds.

4.2 Analysis

Lemma 4.1. For a group of disks of size ∆ + r, where 1 ≤ r < ∆, if every
disk has one item, exactly 2 disks have item 1, . . . r, and exactly 1 disk has item
r + 1, . . . , ∆, all disks can receive all ∆ items in 2∆ rounds.

Theorem 4.2. The makespan time of any migration instance of multi-source
broadcasting is at least �log N

∆ � + 2(∆ − 1).

Thus, our solution takes no more than 3 rounds than the optimal.

5 Multi-source Multicasting

We assume that we have N disks. Disk i, 1 ≤ i ≤ ∆ ≤ N , has data item i. The
goal is to copy item i to a subset Di of disks that do not have item i. (Hence
i /∈ Di). We could show that finding a schedule with the minimum number of
rounds is NP -hard. In this section we present a polynomial time approximation
algorithm for this problem. The approximation factor of this algorithm is 4.

We first define β as maxi=1...N |{j|i ∈ Dj}|. In other words, β is an upper
bound on the number of different sets Dj , that a disk i may belong to. Note that
β is a lower bound on the optimal number of rounds, since the disk that attains
the max, needs at least β rounds to receive all the items j such that i ∈ Dj ,
since it can receive at most one item in each round.

The algorithm will first create a small number of copies of each data item
j (the exact number of copies will be dependent on |Dj |). We then assign each
newly created copy to a set of disks in Dj , such that it will be responsible for
providing item j to those disks. This will be used to construct a transfer graph,
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where each directed edge labeled j from v to w indicates that disk v must send
item j to disk w. We will then use an edge-coloring of this graph to obtain a
valid schedule [6]. The main difficulty here is that a disk containing an item is
its source, is also the destination for several other data items.
Algorithm Multi-source Multicast

1. We first compute a disjoint collection of subsets Gi, i = 1 . . . ∆. Moreover,
Gi ⊆ Di and |Gi| = � |Di|

β �. (In Lemma 5.1, we will show how such Gi’s can
be obtained.)

2. Since the Gi’s are disjoint, we have the source for item i (namely disk i) send
the data to the set Gi using �log |Di|� + 1 rounds as shown in Lemma 5.2.
Note that disk i may itself belong to some set Gj . Let G′

i = {i} ∪ Gi. In
other words, G′

i is the set of disks that have item i at the end of this step.
3. We now create a transfer graph as follows. Each disk is a node in the graph.

We add directed edges from each disk in G′
i to disks in Di \ Gi such that

the out-degree of each node in G′
i is at most β − 1 and the in-degree of each

node in Di \ Gi is 1. (In Lemma 5.3 we show how that this can be done.)
This ensures that each disk in Di receives item i, and that each disk in G′

i

does not send out item i to more than β − 1 disks.
4. We now find an edge coloring of the transfer graph (which is actually a

multigraph) and the number of colors used is an upper bound on the number
of rounds required to ensure that each disk in Dj gets item j. (In Lemma 5.4
we derive an upper bound on the degree of each vertex in this graph.)

Lemma 5.1. [20] (Step 1) There is a way to choose disjoint sets Gi for each
i = 1 . . . ∆, such that |Gi| = � |Di|

β � and Gi ⊆ Di.

Lemma 5.2. Step 2 can be done in �log |Di|� + 1 rounds.

Lemma 5.3. We can construct a transfer graph as described in Step 3 with
in-degree at most 1 and out-degree at most β − 1.

Lemma 5.4. The in-degree of any disk in the transfer graph is at most β. The
out-degree of any disk in the transfer graph is at most 2β − 2. Moreover, the
multiplicity of the graph is at most 4.

Theorem 5.5. The total number of rounds required for the multi-source multi-
cast is maxi�log |Di|� + 3β + 3.

As the lower bound on the optimal number of rounds is
max(maxi�log |Di|�, β), we have a 4-approximation algorithm.

5.1 Allowing Bypass Nodes

The main idea is that without bypass nodes, only a small fraction of N disks is
included in Gi for some i, if one disk requests many items while, on average, each
disk requests few items. If we allow bypass nodes and hence Gi is not necessary a
subset of Di, we can make Gi very big so that each of almost all N disks belongs
to some Gi. Bigger Gi reduces the out-degree of the transfer graphs and thus
reduces the total number of rounds.
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Algorithm Multi-source Multicast Allowing Bypass Nodes

1. We define β as 1
N

∑
i=1...N |{j|i ∈ Dj}|. In other words, β is the number of

items a disk could receive, averaging over all disks. We arbitrarily choose a
disjoint collection of subsets Gi, i = 1 . . . ∆ with a constraint that |Gi| =
� |Di|

�β� �. By allowing bypass nodes, Gi is not necessary a subset of Di.
2. This is the same as Step 2 in the Multi-Source Multicast Algorithm, except

that the source for item i (namely disk i) may belong to Gi for some i.
3. This step is similar to Step 3 in the Multi-Source Multicast Algorithm. We

add �β� edges from each disk in Gi to satisfy �β� · � |Di|
�β� � disks in Di, and

add at most another �β�− 1 edges from disk i to satisfy the remaining disks
in Di.

4. This is the same as Step 4 in the Multi-Source Multicast Algorithm.

Theorem 5.6. The total number of rounds required for the multi-source multi-
cast algorithm, by allowing bypass nodes, is maxi�log |Di|� + β + �2β� + 6.

We now argue that �2β� is a lower bound on the optimal number of rounds.
Intuitively, on average, every disk has to spend β rounds to send data, and
another β rounds to receive data. As a result, the total number of rounds
cannot be smaller than �2β�. Allowing bypass node does not change the fact
that max(maxi�log |Di|�, β) is the other lower bound. Therefore, we have a 3-
approximation algorithm.
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